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Write A Million-Dollar Sales Letter In Under 10 Minutes By Simply Filling In The Blanks! Save Time And

Money By Firing Your Copywriter And Start Pumping Out Order Pulling Sales Letters Instantly!

Revolutionary new software "Sales Letter In A Box", allows you to quickly create powerful sales letters

and turn ANY site into a 24/7 money-making machine. You no longer have to rely on a copywriter who

charges thousands of dollars! Just fill in the blanks, press a button, and instantly you will have a

beautifully formatted sales page complete with... * Killer sales copy * Unblockable pop-in subscription box

* Meta Tags * Legal forms * Formatted webpage Here are a few of the many benefits you'll find while

using "Sales Letters In A Box:" * Quickly Write Sales Letters For Any Product - - Save hundreds of hours

you would have spent learning the tricks of copywriting by simply using "Sales Letter In A Box." * Save

Thousands Of Dollars On Every Sales Letter You Write! - - Save money that you would have had to

spend hiring a professional copywriter and invest it in other areas of you business. * Increase Profits - -

Increase the conversion rate of any site with just one simple step in 10 minutes or less. * Professionally

Designed Website - - The software will make all of your sites look like they were designed by a

professional web designer, increasing the perceived value of your products. * Format Your Sales Letter - -

No need to know HTML. Does formatting tables have you confused and your fingers tied in a knot? With

just one click of a button they are all done for you! * Create Unblockable Pop-ups - - Not only will "Sales

Letter In A Box" create killer sales letters, but it will also add an unstoppable pop-up to your site. Increase

the subscriptions to your ezine overnight! * Gets Your Site Ready For The Search Engines - - "Sales

Letter In A Box" also has a built in meta tag generator. A little known tip from a very successful marketer

who has 70,000+ pages indexed by google is that he has used little more than meta tags for his sites.

These are all automatically generated for you with this amazing software. * Legal Forms - - FTC woes?

Trying to protect against legal liabilities and adhere to federal laws that regulate online business can be

confusing and a bit scary, but not any more. "Sales Letter In A Box" will automatically generate basic

legal policies that every internet business owner is required by the FTC to have in order to operate within
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the law online. This essential element could save you from a costly lawsuit. * Plus A Whole Lot More! - -

Create sales letters for your mini sites, eBay ads and more! The possibilities with "Sales Letter In A Box"

are endless... **************************** GET THE BEST SPUN ARTICLES, SIGN UP FOR SPIN READY

ARTICLES HERE knector.tradebit.com/groups.php OR HERE tradebit.com/usr/knector/groups.php FOR

MORE GREAT TEMPLATES AND SCRIPTS VISIT: knector.tradebit.com/ **************************** Tags:
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